
Host AGM_John says:
Prolog: The shuttles have returned to the Hayden with seven dead assault team members and five more severely wounded. Several more have minor injuries. Jexta has been subdued after his failed last ditch attempt to save Captain Wendyway. Fifteen minutes have passed and T'Savak's demands remain unchanged.

Host AGM_John says:
Ens. Young's attempts to shut down the base power grid have caused a fluctuation in an already unstable magnetic constrictor and the entire base power system is showing signs of an overload.
T'Savak remains in the cell with Jexta, a view-screen still shows the empty chair where Wendyway was incinerated.

Host AGM_John says:
and now...<<<<<<<<the mission continues>>>>>>>>>>>

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Did we get the captain in time?

EO_Young says:
::enters Main Engineering::

FC_Triton says:
::settling in to station, at the Helm::

CMOLinard says:
::taps combadge::*Linard to sickbay* MO: prepare for casualties

TSavak says:
@COM:Hayden:Your captain is dead you have 15 minutes to turn over the supplies I so nicely asked for or Jexta dies next!

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO:  No sir, her captors would not allow us the time we needed to comply with their demands

CEO_Danos says:
::monitoring Engineering from the bridge::

MO_Morgan says:
:::in SB, working on injured crew:::

Jexta says:
@:: Look down.. thinking about the Captain.. and trying to figure a way to make TSavak pay for his crime... ::

MO_Morgan says:
*CMO* Acknowledged

EO_Young says:
::in Main Engineering wondering where the heck the Chief is::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@&% ::where am I? Who am I?::

MO_Morgan says:
::hurries about SB preparing for incoming injured::

EO_Young says:
*Danos* Ensign Young to Chief Danos.  I'm in engineering...  I have the tricorder.

CSO_Gol says:
COM: T'Savak: Surely you know Starfleet does not negotiate with terrorists.  Please let Lt. Jexta go and I will do all I can to help you receive a lighter sentence.

CEO_Danos says:
::moves to the CSO's side::  CSO: I have an idea sir.

CSO_Gol says:
::motions for Danos to cut audio:: CEO: Go ahead.

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* I will be down shortly.  In the meantime, copy all data to the computer and use all resources to analyze it.

CMOLinard says:
*ops* I need a site to site transport to sickbay..I have five injured crew...beam them on my mark

Host CO_Wendy says:
@&%::ponders the vaguarities of fate and then remembers she has nothing with which to ponder::

EO_Young says:
*Danos* Understood.

CNS_Tyler says:
*CMO* On your mark, understood.

CMOLinard says:
*ops* energize

CEO_Danos says:
::lowers his voice::  CSO: What if we give him what he wants, ad send it down in a modified shuttle that could beam Jexta out?

CNS_Tyler says:
::energizes transporter::*CMO* Energizing now.

CMOLinard says:
::beams to sickbay with injured crewmen::

EO_Young says:
:: makes a link with the Hayden computer and the tricorder::

Host AGM_John says:
<Storm Engineer> T'Savak: Sir, the magnetic constrictors have failed. The magnetic shields are destabilizing and we cannot shut down the power grid!

TSavak says:
COM: Hayden: I guess you just signed Lt Jexta death certificate. I wonder how starfleet will look at you after letting you Captain Die and then a LT

CNS_Tyler says:
::sees that the transport is complete::

EO_Young says:
:: commences copying all data from the tricorder to the Hayden main computer core::

TSavak says:
@SE: Begin to evacuate the base.  set the nuclear self destruct system on line

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: But how are we going to ensure they never get hold of the items they want?

MO_Morgan says:
:::moves to the newly arrived injured and begins a triage:::

CEO_Danos says:
::lowers his voice even more::  CSO: blow up the shuttle after the transport.

Host AGM_John says:
<Storm Engineer> T'Savak: It's hopeless sir. We are facing a complete overload and a core breach in a matter of minutes. I have already begun evacuation procedures.

CMOLinard says:
::helps up one of the injured:: MO: I need this man on a biobed...he has multiple phaser burns...::waves to other staff for help::

TSavak says:
SE: good make sure to set the nukes to go off as well

Host CO_Wendy says:
@&%::thinks eternity might be boring ... clouds, wings, too much fluffy stuff::

TSavak says:
SE: and get my package in my shuttle I will leave now

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Storm ship decloaks over the base and begins transporting personnel

MO_Morgan says:
::looks up from a patient:: CMO: I arrived while you were with the AT.. Hi, I'm Morgan

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Sir I'm picking up massive energy fluctuations from the Pirate base

CMOLinard says:
::helps another crewman to a biobed::

Jexta says:
@TSavak: I could fix it..

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: We can't just destroy them, no matter what they did to our captain.

TSavak says:
@Jexta: Nah I rather see you die

FC_Triton says:
CSO: the Storm vessel has just de-cloaked!

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: What could be the cause?

EO_Young says:
:: completes copying the data from the tricorder::

TSavak says:
@SE:Oh leave the com line on so they can watch LT Jexta die

EO_Young says:
:: transfers the link from the tricorder to the console in front of him::

Jexta says:
@TSavak: Well.. it's up to you..

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Hail them!

CMOLinard says:
::grins at MO while straining under crewman's weight:: MO: Nice to meet you..I'm Dr. Linard

Host AGM_John says:
<SE> T'Savak:Aye sir

EO_Young says:
*Danos* I've transferred the data to the Hayden computers.  I have the link established to the Storm main computer here in engineering.

FC_Triton says:
CEO: I'm transferring sensor readings to Science station could you analyze them?

CNS_Tyler says:
::opens a channel:: CSO:  Aye sir.

CEO_Danos says:
::realizes there wouldn't be time to implement his plan and drops the issue::

TSavak says:
@::lives the interrogation room and heads for his shuttle stopping along to way to pick up a travel mate::

MO_Morgan says:
::helps CMO lift crew member, and grins:: CMO: so much for starting easy, huh?

CNS_Tyler says:
COMM:T'Savak: Storm base,this is the Hayden.

CEO_Danos says:
FCO: I can try.  ::moves to the science console::  *Young* Very good, try to stabilize their systems.

Jexta says:
@:: Trying to brake free.. ::

TSavak says:
@::stops out side the right cell and enters cell::Wendyway:IT been a long time::Smiles::

EO_Young says:
*Danos* Sir?  Stabilize the Storm systems?

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO:  Scans are picking up transporter signatures .

Host AGM_John says:
Action: as T'Savak rounds the corner he sees another cell. In it CO Wendyway is strapped in a chair unconscious. A MO hovers nervously at her side.

TSavak says:
@MO: Bring her around

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* Yes.  If that base blows up then our personnel on it die.

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Can you get a frequency lock?

CMOLinard says:
::chuckles:: MO: Easy?...this is nothing...

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: In sickbay.. continuing to work around the clock to save patients ::

EO_Young says:
*Danos* uhhm...  aye sir...

CNS_Tyler says:
::attempts to get a frequency lock::

Host AGM_John says:
<Storm MO> ::injecting Wendyway with a hypo:: This should bring her around in about 30 seconds. Do you need me any longer?::edging towards door nervously::

EO_Young says:
::accessing the Storm's computer's magnetic restrictor subroutines::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::head lolls about ... is that drool? ug!::

TSavak says:
@MO: you may leave

Jexta says:
@:: Restrains are really tights.. having an hard time breaking free.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Scan the base, how many lifeforms are still there?

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO:  No, sir. the we're too far out.

CEO_Danos says:
::looks over sensor readings at the science station::  FCO: it would appear their power systems are on the verge of self-destructing.

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Should I move to intercept the Storm ship? Its basically helpless while transporting the pirates...

TSavak says:
@Wendyway: It been a long time. Miss me?

Host AGM_John says:
<MO> exits

FC_Triton says:
::scans Asteroid base for lifesigns::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::comes to:: T'Savak: What the hell is going on?

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Yes, target there propulsion and weapons systems, fire disabling phasers.

EO_Young says:
::tries to bring the Storm magnetic restrictors back online through the established link::

CMOLinard says:
MO: administer pain killers to anyone who needs it.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Storm ship recloaks

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Aye SIR! ::Locks targeting computers, fires::

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: Acknowledged

CMOLinard says:
::seals chest wounds to patient and gives him a sedative to help him sleep::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: constrictors fail completely causing the magnetic shields to collapse

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::wonders why Savek would be asking if she missed him ... he used to be such a proper Vulcan::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Can you get a lock on their ion trail based on last known location?

MO_Morgan says:
:::moves between patients, administering pain killers as she goes:::

TSavak says:
@Wendyway: We going to take a trip just me and you, since your crew thus not care about you.  Not even the "great" Klord cares for you...

Jexta says:
<Asimov>::: Approach the CMO for the first time since her arrival.. ::CMO: I've managed to safe Ensign Mitch and Roswell sir.

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Savak: I thought I was a lousy Vulcan ... you're worse... what happened?

FC_Triton says:
::readjust phaser for wide pattern, targeting last known pirate coordinates::

EO_Young says:
::sees that his attempt is not working... attempts to locate a secondary power source for the magnetic restrictors::

Jexta says:
@::: Trying again the brake free.. :: Aloud: hmm... eee... arrr.. ARGH !

CEO_Danos says:
::punches buttons on his console furiously::  CSO: No, I can't get a lock.

Jexta says:
@:: Not having much success.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Savek: What does this have to do with Klord?

TSavak says:
@Wendyway:You crew did not value your life above a few odd pieces::replays com with hayden::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Asteroid base reaching critical destabilization point...

TSavak says:
@Wendyway: Well my dear it seems I am the only one that cares whether or not you live or die

Jexta says:
@:: Thinking of a plan to escape.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Keep working on it, they can't recycle all of their heat so search using that.  At least we have somewhere to start.

MO_Morgan says:
::stops and stares at one of the patients with a really bad head wound and other injuries::: CMO: I think I"m gonna need help here...  ::begins scanning for brain activity levels:::

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: excellent....can you see to Lt. Brosca over there? I haven't gotten to him yet

EO_Young says:
*Danos* I'm not have much luck getting their systems back online.

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Can we beam anyone off of it?

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::thinks... now THAT's small comfort::

Host AGM_John says:
<Base computer> Core breach in 2 minutes....

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: what about firing widespread phaser bursts near their last known position?

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: I'll take care of him.. :: move toward Brosca and start scanning him.. ::

EO_Young says:
::find a secondary power source and reroutes it to their magnetic constrictors::  Maybe this will work...  ::taps foot nervously::

TSavak says:
@::undoes the bindings to the chair:Wendyway: But we must leave before the base blows up

Jexta says:
@:: Try again to brake free.. :: Aloud: hmmm...

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Savak: They're doing their jobs ... starfleet does not give in to terrorists

EO_Young says:
::frowns::

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO:  We can transport .

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* Try to stabilize it just enough to buy us some time, no one expects you to work miracles.

CMOLinard says:
::goes to MO:: what's his status?

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: We can attempt that as well but once they move we can only track them by heat and ion trail.  The can mask the ion trail but they can't get rid of all their heat.

EO_Young says:
*Danos* Aye aye skipper.

TSavak says:
@Wendyway:I am not a terrorist I am a freedom fighter, a modern day Robin Hood

Host AGM_John says:
@<computer> 1 min,30 seconds

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::tenses muscles ... as soon as the last of the bindings are undone, she springs ... and kicks Savak's phaser out of his hand::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: the power fluctuation in the asteroid systems is jamming our ability to get anyone out of there

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: try to stabilize Brosca.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Lock onto all remaining on the base and transport them directly to the brig.

TSavak says:
@::sees his phaser go flying::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::she kicks Savak in the side of the head and follows up with a punch to the mid section::

EO_Young says:
:: routes secondary backup generators to the Storm Core's antimatter grid.  Tries to disengage the antimatter injectors::

TSavak says:
@::Reach out to give wendyway a neck pinch::

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: brain activity is slowly dropping... he's got multiple internal injuries, broken ribs... and a shattered left leg

Jexta says:
@:: feel the blood going down his hands.. the restrain have wounded him.. ::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: ETA to asteroid destabilization is approximately 1 minute

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: understood.  ::keeps scanning for thermal anomalies::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Wendyway is stunned

TSavak says:
@::does not feel the punchs as he has no nerve and can not feel pain::

Jexta says:
@:: Wonder if TSavak is really gonna let him die.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@:: stunned :: @#$@#$@%

CMOLinard says:
MO: Get him on the neural stimulator....we'll have to open him up and close off the wounds

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: I think the ribs may have caused some damage in the chest cavity

TSavak says:
@::grabs Wendway's limp form and drags it to the shuttle much like a caveman drags his conquest to a cave::

MO_Morgan says:
::quickly moves to follow CMO's orders:::

Jexta says:
@Aloud: TSavak.. TSAVAK !.. You're gonna die if you don't let me help you.. Can you hear me.. you have to let me help you..!!!!

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Can you stop the power fluctuations from here?

EO_Young says:
::tries shutting down the entire power grid for the Storm's Core.  Close off antimatter injectors and buffers the antimatter containment fields::

Jexta says:
@:: hoping this will get his attention at least.. ::

CMOLinard says:
MO: acknowledged....::gets a laser scalpel and prepares to operate::

Host AGM_John says:
<computer> One minute to core breach

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::off floating among the clouds again::

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Ensign Young is attempting that now, I am monitoring and scanning for thermal anomalies.

Jexta says:
@:: trying again to brake free.. no success again.. .. ::

MO_Morgan says:
::makes sure equipment is within easy reach::

TSavak says:
@::drags wendyway into the shuttle and straps her down nice and tight and begins take off procedure::

MO_Morgan says:
::prepares to help if needed::

Jexta says:
@:: wondering what the Hayden is doing.. trying to reach them.. hoping that one of the crew member will hear him.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::opens chest cavity in patient and locates the source of the bleeding::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: power flux is contained....briefly....

MO_Morgan says:
::can't help but lean in to look, curious::

EO_Young says:
::access Storm non-essential systems and attempts to take them offline::

Jexta says:
@::  Trying to reach someone in the crew .. someone who could sense his pain.. ::

TSavak says:
@::takes off from the base and heads into space on the opposite side of the hayden::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: The asteroid systems have been stabilized but I can't say for how long...

CSO_Gol says:
*Young* When you can stop the power fluctuations, beam anyone on board the base to the brig.  Send a security team to sort through our crew and the Storm.

CEO_Danos says:
::tries inputting known heat sources, the base and other power generators, but there is a lot of thermal interference to get a lock on the cloaked ship::

CMOLinard says:
MO: he has a punctured lung....hand me the dermal regenerator

Host AGM_John says:
<Computer> now 2 minutes to core breach

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::begins to come to::

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: here ya go ::hand dermal regenerator:::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Can you beam the remaining individuals off the base?

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Asteroid Core breach only delayed for two minutes....

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::#$%#$% ... remembers Savak when he was aboard the Callisto::

CMOLinard says:
::seals laceration with regenerator::

EO_Young says:
*Gol* The Storm Core has been stabilized briefly.  I'm attempting to remove their defense perimeters now.

Jexta says:
@:: Feel the pain inside of him.. .. feeling the moment of his death approaching.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
*Young* Understood, you have one minute.

EO_Young says:
::access Storm defense sub-routines and attempts to take them offline::

FC_Triton says:
::attempt to beam pirate survivors from asteroid to brig...::

MO_Morgan says:
::admires the CMO's handiwork, while monitoring the neural patterns:::

TSavak says:
@::Bings flying away::

Jexta says:
@:: thinking of the crew of the Hayden.. wondering what will happen to them.. ::

EO_Young says:
::mumbles::  I'm an engineer... not a bagel muncher.

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::feels anger well up inside her ... gathers it into a ball and hurls it at Savak::

Host AGM_John says:
<computer> one minute to core breach

CMOLinard says:
::pauses for a moment...sensing something strong.....::

CSO_Gol says:
Bridge Crew: Any suggestions on how we can get those people off that base?

CEO_Danos says:
::shakes his head and looks at the console again, no unaccounted for thermal sources that could be the Storm ship::  CSO: It looks like the Storm ship is gone, sir.

CNS_Tyler says:
::watches the readings as Triton begins the transport::

MO_Morgan says:
::looks up at CMO, questioningly::

Jexta says:
@:: hear the computer.. :::"One minute to core breach.. "... :: word are repeating in his mind.. ::

EO_Young says:
*Gol* The Storm defense perimeter is offline.

TSavak says:
@::surprise that the hayden did not spot him yet and gets ready to go to warp::

FC_Triton says:
CSO:  Only 1 lifesign beamed into brig...its Jexta

CSO_Gol says:
*Young* Beam anyone still on the base to the brig.

EO_Young says:
*Gol* Aye sir.

CMOLinard says:
::feels knees weaken:: MO: take over....finish the job and close him up...::makes way to a chair::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Have him sent to sickbay.

FC_Triton says:
CSO: But sensors are showing a shuttle leaving the asteroid field exactly away from us

EO_Young says:
::adjusts targeting scanners to track anyone on the Storm base::

MO_Morgan says:
::glances at CMO, but complies with orders:::

FC_Triton says:
CNS: Can you see to Jexta, please.

EO_Young says:
:: locks onto the personnel still on the Storm base::

TSavak says:
@::blows up the base setting off the thermal Nuke explosives::

EO_Young says:
::energizes::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Pursue them, equal speed.

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO:  Yes, sir.  I'll take care of him.

FC_Triton says:
::Engages impulse engines chases shuttle::

MO_Morgan says:
::finishes closing up chest of injured crew::

EO_Young says:
::transporter signal is being disrupted with force of blast... compensates with additional backup power from the warp core::

Jexta says:
@:: suddenly hear an explosion from afar.. his last thought to someone he cared on the Hayden.. ::

CEO_Danos says:
::taps into the transporter pattern buffers and makes sure all weapons are deactivated in transport, as according to regulation::

CNS_Tyler says:
::walks to the lift::TL:brig

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Aye sir, in pursuit. ::scans pirate shuttle::

Host AGM_John  (Explode !.wav)

TSavak says:
@::Takes the shuttle to max warp as the asteroid goes KBOOOM!!!!!!:::

MO_Morgan says:
::rechecks neural patterns and smiles to self::

Jexta (Transporter.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::works to loosen bonds ... gets a hand free .... uses it to untie the rest of the straps::

TSavak says:
@::Turns back to check his guest::

EO_Young says:
::re-materializes everyone in the Hayden brig::

Jexta says:
:: rematerialise.. .. look around..::

CNS_Tyler says:
::exits lift into the brig::

EO_Young says:
*Gol* Transport successful.

FC_Triton says:
CSO: shuttle has gone to warp matching speed ::engage warp engines equal shuttle speed::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::pretends to still be tied::

Jexta says:
:; still tied up.. exhausted.. ::

TSavak says:
@Wendyway: Ah I see your awake again my dear. Would you like something to drink?

EO_Young says:
::takes a seat and took at the console... sees that the link is gone... like Duh. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Savak: I'd like to be sent back to my ship

TSavak says:
@::notices that wendyway is untied but acts like he those not know::

CNS_Tyler says:
::sees Jexta, then disables the security field:: Jexta:  I'm Cns. Tyler, Good to have you back Lt.

FC_Triton says:
CSO: we are at warp speed pursuit. I don't think the shuttle can outrun us. ::tries to scan shuttle again::

EO_Young says:
::mumbles::  now what about those freckles?  ::smiles to himself::

CNS_Tyler says:
::walks over and unties him::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: I've had some experience dealing with detecting cloaked ships before, they can't hide all their heat and can only hide some of it if they are using impulse bursts only.  Anything more and they can't recycle their heat or they'll burn up.  Search for thermal displacement, and warp trails.

TSavak says:
@Wendyway: Why do u want to go back to those uncaring cretins when I would give you anything your heart distress my sweet?

Jexta says:
:: stand up:: Tyler: Bring me to the bridge..

CSO_Gol says:
*Young* Very good, ensign.

Jexta says:
:: feeling exhausted but try to find strength within him ::

EO_Young says:
::doesn't remember anything that he has to do::

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks at his wounds::Jexta: Lt., I believe our first stop should be sickbay.  You need to have those wounds taken care of.

CMOLinard says:
::senses Jextas intense pain and heads for the Brig:: MO: take over...I have to get to the brig

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Aye, Sir.  ::scans for unaccounted for warp signatures::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Have they detected our pursuit yet?

CNS_Tyler says:
::takes his arm to support him::Jexta: This way Lt.

Jexta says:
Tyler: I'll be allright .. We have to stop TSavak..

CMOLinard says:
::enters TL:: TL: brig

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: yes Sir... ::watches CMO leave::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::thinks she should draw this guy out ... try to find a weakness:: Savak: What do you have to offer me?

CNS_Tyler says:
::leads him to the TL::Jexta: Are you sure?

FC_Triton says:
CSO: It is unlikely sir, the shuttle has not tried any evasive maneuvers...

EO_Young says:
::decides that his work here is done...  leaves main engineering::

TSavak says:
@Wendyway: Anything you want

Jexta says:
Tyler: Yes.. .. :: Almost run out of the brig and head toward TL.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Can we get a tractor lock on them?

CNS_Tyler says:
::watches the TL doors close behind them::TL:Bridge

CEO_Danos says:
::expands search for ion trails and thermal signatures::

MO_Morgan says:
::looks to Asimov:: Asimov: you ok over there?

FC_Triton says:
::tries to triangulate destination of current warp heading::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Savak: Where are we headed?

CMOLinard says:
::exits TL sees Jexta and Tyler coming towards her::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:Morgan: Everything is under control.. :: start injecting something into a patient.. ::

TSavak says:
@wendyway: To my backup base

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::eyes up the shuttle trying to find a weapon::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Are we within weapons range?

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: I would recommend we drop from warp first, and get them to do the same.

EO_Young says:
::in turbo lift....  gets off on a certain deck... walks down the corridor::

Jexta says:
:: Nods at doctor as she pass by.. ::CMO: I know why you're here and I'm fine.. return to sickbay .. you'll be better there..

Host AGM_John says:
Action: the shuttle is nearing a nebula

MO_Morgan says:
::nods in response:: Asimov: I think we've pretty much got everybody stable over here...

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: Are you kidding?....You're in too much pain to return to duty.

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Have someone work on gaining control of the shuttle remotely.

Jexta says:
:: Enter TL..:: CMO: I'll be allright.. now go.. you have .. aa.. job.. ::not feeling quite so find anymore.. hold to the wall.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::springs forward and slams her hand on the console dropping the shuttle out of warp... turns and thwacks Savak in the head knocking him unconscious::

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO:  He's refusing medical treatment.  I think he could use medical supervision though.

EO_Young says:
::stops outside of the Sickbay doors::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: we are nearing an unidentified nebula, the pirate may be up to something.  Weapons range is long at best.

TSavak says:
@<shuttle computer>::Beebs::

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Aye, Sir.

CMOLinard says:
::grabs on to Jexta and nods to CNS:: acknowledged.

MO_Morgan says:
::: smooths back a lock of hair that fall out of its clip during the excitement::

CMOLinard says:
Jexta:..as your doctor I'm ordering you to sickbay

CNS_Tyler says:
::helps the CMO with Jexta::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::grabs phaser and points it at the unconscious Savak::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Close in enough that you can disable their warp drive.

Jexta says:
CMO: We must stop TSavak.. he must pay for his crime.. he must have escape before the explosion..

TSavak says:
@::Stand back up after the week hit::

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* You seem fond of remote controls, I have a job for you.  We need to try to get remote control of the shuttle ahead of us.

Jexta says:
CMO: It's too important..

EO_Young says:
:: should I enter?  takes a deep breath and decides it's best to just wait... doesn't want to come on at 'Warp 10'...  heads back down the corridor and enters the TL::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: weapons power reading is empty

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Increase power to sensors, make sure they don't elude us.

TSavak says:
@::looks at the shuttle controls a notch, his lock out of the computer was still in effect::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Aye sir. ::grins, raises warp to overtake shuttle in 5 seconds:: target in range in 5 seconds

EO_Young says:
*Danos* What kind of shuttle is it sir?

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO: We could give him some basic care now, I'll stay with him.

EO_Young says:
Computer: Main Engineering.

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::begins tapping the controls trying to communicate with the Hayden::

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: I'm sure they can do without you for the moment...you're not much good to them in this condition

EO_Young says:
::rides the TL down to engineering::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: nebula is 4 seconds away....

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* Very fast, and rather well armed.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:MO: I will monitor to patient while you fill in the paper work doctor..

TSavak says:
@Wendyway: The shuttle is on auto program and can not be stop till it gets where it going...in fact the entire computer will not allow user input till we arrive

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: As soon as they are within range fire at will to disable their warp power.

Jexta says:
CMO: No.. they can.... Nobody knows him better than me and Wendyway.. but now she's dead.. and I'm the only who can stop him.. the only.. one.. :;arrive to the bridge and step out.. ::

EO_Young says:
::frowns... walks over to his console and sits down::

MO_Morgan says:
::groans, smiling:: Asimov: I guess you won the coin toss huh? grr.. paperwork.. ::walks to stack of papers grumbling::

Host AGM_John says:
<Wendyway> Figures you @!#@

Jexta says:
<Asimov>::grin to himself.. ::

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: perhaps we should try to batter down their shields, and just beam the captain off, then worry about justice later.

EO_Young says:
*Danos* I'll need to know what make. type, and so on.  If we try it the first time, we may be detected.

TSavak says:
@Wendyway: You see you will spend the rest of your life with me

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: Alright...but I'm coming with you......but I don't think the captain is dead

Jexta says:
:: Listening to the going conversation.. turn back to CMO:: CMO: Why is that ?

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* I am routing sensor readings to Engineering.  ::routes the dataflow to Young's console in Engineering::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: in range now, target locked phasers firing ::aims for shuttle nacelles::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: shuttle disappears into the nebula

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: I just know she's still alive.....and still out there

EO_Young says:
*Danos* Thank you sir.  ::access the current data on the shuttle... ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Savak: It's going to be a short life if I pull this trigger ::aims phaser menacingly:: Now, give me the codes to take control of the shuttle

FC_Triton says:
CSO: shuttle has entered nebula I no longer have them on sensors...should I follow?

MO_Morgan says:
:::looks at Asimov:: Asimov: I guess saying that my pencil broke won't get me out of this huh?

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods at the CMO::Jexta:  I'm sure she's right.

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Proceed with caution.

Jexta says:
CMO: I hope you're right.. ::look into Kath's eye and somehow believe her.. turn around.. .. approaching the CSO:: CSO: What's the situation ?

TSavak says:
@Wendyway: Do you really think I leave a loaded weapon laying around on the deck? for you to grab?

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Increase power to sensors.

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: I know I'm right

Jexta says:
<Asimov>::Morgan: I'm afraid not.. especially not in this century.. ::grin even more.. ::

EO_Young says:
*Danos* Looks like the shuttle is not on sensors...  I won't be able to establish the link.

MO_Morgan says:
::settles into chair at desk and begins attacking paper work::

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Routing auxiliary power to the lateral sensor array.  ::routes power from the fusion generators to the lateral sensor pallets::

MO_Morgan says:
Asimov: dang.. it was worth a try ::smiles back:::

CSO_Gol says:
Jexta: We are in pursuit of the pirate's, the have just entered a nebula and disappeared we are following.

FC_Triton says:
::slows to 3/4 impulse, enters nebula follows original trajectory of shuttle::

Jexta says:
CSO: Who's onboard the shuttle ?

TSavak says:
@::Reach over and grabs the phaser from wendyway::Wendyway: You might as well give up.  Your crew thinks you are DEAD.  And soon even Admiral Klord will know::Grins::

CNS_Tyler says:
::walking with Jexta, still holding onto his arm to steady him:: Jexta: You should sit down and rest

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::looks at phaser and notices its power cells are depleted ... farg ... ::

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* It was worth a try.

EO_Young says:
::begins calling up Federation subroutines on older Type Kappa Merchant Shuttles::

CSO_Gol says:
Jexta: The pirate's.

EO_Young says:
*Danos* If we can get their precise location I can try...

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::sits down in the copilots chair:: Savak: What's up with you and Klord? Still burned about the trial?

TSavak says:
@::is grinning ear to ear::

Jexta says:
:: pay no attention to the CNS.. ::CSO: Have you tried hailing them ?

CSO_Gol says:
Jexta: Do you feel up to manning tactical and science stations?

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* Use whatever resources you require to do so.

Jexta says:
:: Look at the CSO:: CSO: It will be my pleasure.. :: goes behind the Tac station.. finally sit down.. ::

EO_Young says:
*Danos*  ooo...  yes sir  ::wide grin::  Young out.

CSO_Gol says:
Jexta: Once we received no answer, now they've disappeared so I haven't had another chance.

TSavak says:
@Wendyway: trail:::Laughs::Oh it not that..its the fact that the stupid Klingon had no idea how to treat a lady such as your self...the P'tak is a loser

CNS_Tyler says:
::satisfied that he is at least sitting::

Jexta says:
CSO: May I try again ?.. Maybe I will get his attention..

FC_Triton says:
::tries to calibrate sensors to adjust for nebula interference::

Jexta says:
:: glancing at CNS and CMO who are looking at him.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Relinquish science to Lt. Jexta, take control of ops.

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: You're still in a lot of pain.....do you want something for the pain?

EO_Young says:
::ensures that the subroutines for automatic computer connection are running properly::

CSO_Gol says:
Jexta: Be my guest.

CNS_Tyler says:
::shakes her head::CMO: If you are needed in sickbay, I can keep an eye on him here.

MO_Morgan says:
::mind wanders from paperwork.....stares into space::

Jexta says:
:: Nods negatively to the CMO:: CMO: No thanks..

Jexta says:
CMO: Doctor.. you should return to sickbay.. you will be more valuable there....

FC_Triton says:
CSO: aye. ::releases science control, slaves OPS to Navigational helm::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::thinks about the holodeck reprogramming:: Savak: You're right, sometimes he doesn't know how to treat a lady ... And you do?

TSavak says:
@::waves hand in front of his face::Wendyway: And his smell...man u can smell him miles away

TSavak says:
@Wendyway: Of course I do

CMOLinard says:
CNS: He's stubborn..I'll give him that.....here ::hands her a hypo filled with a strong painkiller:: don't hesitate to give him this if he needs it.

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Continue working on taking control of that shuttle, that is your top priority.

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods:: CMO:  Yes, Dr.

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Savak: All Klingons are ... pungent ...

CEO_Danos says:
::wonders if he should go to Engineering to assist, but realizes that would just ruin Ensign Young's fun::

Jexta says:
:: Opening a com channel:: COM: Shuttle: This is the USS Hayden to TSavak.. do you hear me TSavak.. it's me Jexta.. I am still here and alive..

FC_Triton says:
CSO: without a sensor lock I'm essentially drifting sir.

CMOLinard says:
::glances at the FC before exiting the bridge and smiles::

TSavak says:
@Wendyway: true but Admiral Klord is even more ripe then the average Klingon slim bag

Jexta says:
:: Glanced at the CMO as she's going down.. ::

EO_Young says:
::decides to try broadcasting the signal on a broadband subspace carrier wave::

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* Any luck pinpointing the location of that shuttle?

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Understood sir.

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Take all the power you can muster for sensors.

EO_Young says:
*Danos* No sir, but I'm trying to access their systems through a broadband subspace carrier wave.

Jexta says:
CEO: You may be able to locate it soon.. I think he will respond to my message..

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a weak signature is on sensors

CNS_Tyler says:
::returns to the vacant ops station::

CMOLinard says:
::catches Jexta's eye and pauses before entering TL::

MO_Morgan says:
::drags mind back from its wanderings and continues to fill in the paper work::

FC_Triton says:
::shuts down all non-essential systems routes power to sensors::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Savak: So, are you working for Storm now?

CNS_Tyler says:
::glances over readouts::

Jexta says:
:: try again.. ::COM:Shuttle: TSavak.. can you hear me.. It's me Jexta.. I am still alive and well.. you have fail to kill me.. you have fail.. do you hear me.... ?

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Sir: I now have a weak reading, it appears to be the shuttle.

Jexta says:
:: Not knowing that the Captain is currently with TSavak.. trying to localize him.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Lay in a pursuit, engage!

FC_Triton says:
::Pilots toward sensor signature. Full Impulse::

TSavak says:
@Wendyway:no. I now fight for freedom of the oppressed

FC_Triton says:
CSO: In pursuit, full impulse.

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::hears the comm signal ... hits the respond button:: Jexta: I'm here ...

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* Very good, continue your efforts, and tap into the flight control database.

EO_Young says:
*Danos* I don't seem to be able to access their systems...  they may have their com system down...

CMOLinard says:
TL: deck 5

Jexta says:
COM:Shuttle: Captain.. CAPTAIN ! Is that you ????

Host AGM_John says:
Action: the Hayden receive Wendyways call

EO_Young says:
*Danos* Understood.  I will continue working on it.

Jexta says:
:: can't believe his hears.. ::CEO: Can you get a lock on the transmission ?

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Get within weapons range at maximum speed, then drop to match.

CMOLinard says:
::enters SB and looks around for the MO::

CNS_Tyler says:
::turns toward Jexta's station when she hears the message::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: See the CMO enters..::CMO: You're not with Lt. Jexta ?

CSO_Gol says:
::smiles at hearing the captain's voice::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Incoming hail from the shuttle

TSavak says:
@::kills the com channel and relocks the computer::

MO_Morgan says:
::still at desk, filling out reports::

CEO_Danos says:
Jexta: I can try.

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: On screen.

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: No, he insisted on staying on the bridge...who am I to argue with a Bajoran?

TSavak says:
@::Make sure to lock all access to everyone but himself...then rigs a self destruct to his lifesigns::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::notes the comm go dead:: Savak: They're going to find us...

FC_Triton says:
CSO: too late the signal is dead.

MO_Morgan says:
::looks up at hearing CMO's voice::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: Grin..::Linard: Never argue with a Bajoran..

EO_Young says:
::sits there looking at his console... mumbles::  Yup...  head right at them at Warp 10 Mr. Young.  When will you ever learn?

TSavak says:
@::snarls::Wendyway:NEVER YOUR MINE

CSO_Gol says:
::bows head in dismay::

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: I know that now....::grins::

FC_Triton says:
::Links comm channel origin to sensor array tries to enhance location data of shuttle::

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* We just received a transmission from the shuttle, switch to the forward sensor pallet and concentrate scans on the last known position.

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Time to intercept?

Jexta says:
COM:Hayden:TSavak.. if that was you.. it was a lame joke.. trying to get our hopes up.. It does not bother you that I am still alive ?

CMOLinard says:
::spies MO in her cubicle:: MO...how are you doing?...everyone looked after?

FC_Triton says:
CSO: ETA undetermined sir signal is still to weak...

TSavak says:
@wendyway: If my life signs drop below a certain level we both die

EO_Young says:
*Danos* Aye sir! ::jumps forward and re-directs his access attempts...  attempts to access the shuttle's main routine::

MO_Morgan says:
::pushes away from desk:: CMO: Everyone's stable at the moment... and apparently I lost the coin toss and am filling out paperwork ::grin::

FC_Triton says:
::takes power from aft weapons array to boost sensor grid::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Will you be able to take control of the shuttle?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Young gets a better lock on the shuttle

CMOLinard says:
::smiles and chuckles:: MO: Dr. Asimov sucked you into that huh?..::glances at Asimov::

Jexta says:
COM:Shuttle:If anyone can hear from the shuttle .. please reply now..

CEO_Danos says:
::begins rerouting emitter circuits in the secondary deflector dish, trying to configure it for a very narrow beam, burst transmission, working on a hunch and hope::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Savak: So who are you saving, Robin Hood?

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: looking at CMO:: CMO: Moi ?

CNS_Tyler says:
::Returns to studying readouts::

EO_Young says:
::out loud::  yeah...  ::clicks heels together::  Paydirt.  *Danos*  I have access to their main routine.

MO_Morgan says:
::smiles ruefully:: CMO: yeah, but it won't work next time

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Ens. Young has done it sir.  The lock is stronger now.

TSavak says:
@Wendway: Yes and your maid Marian

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Unknown, their computer is currently locked out, but we have some access.

CMOLinard says:
::laughs and ignores Asimov:: MO: good job Morgan....glad to have you aboard..::shakes her hand::

Jexta says:
CSO: I will transport to the shuttle.. I have to saddle an hold score with someone ..

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Savak: Nah .. never liked her dresses...

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Do whatever you can to slow or stop them.

FC_Triton says:
::redirects Hayden towards stronger signal, full impulse::

MO_Morgan says:
::smiles back at CMO:: CMO: thanks Sir... it seems I'll never be bored

CSO_Gol says:
Jexta: Not unless the doctor feels you're fit for duty.

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>



